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Abstract.   

 
To avoid road accidents, abandoned and parked things must be detected promptly and appropriately. To avoid 

road accidents, abandoned and parked things must be detected promptly and appropriately. Most detection 

algorithms employ 2D image features like target type position and backdrop model accuracy. Environment 

affects these algorithms, and target types are unreliable. This study proposes a 3D target-based parked and 

abandoned item recognition method to discriminate target types. State evolution discovers abnormalities first. 

Second, it splits the parked and abandoned item area using eight-neighborhood seed-filling and two-way 

monitoring of the initial anomalous zone. Finally, it distinguishes parked and abandoned objects using three 

ways. The first technique calculates feature height by comparing projection velocities. The height separates 
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parking from abandoned things. The second technique uses 3D representation appropriateness to differentiate 

parked and abandoned goods. The third approach builds the inverse projection map by placing reverse 

projection planes at different heights across the area. Inverse projection maps determine the appropriate length, 

breadth, and height, separating parked from abandoned things. Motorways, urban expressways, rural roads, and 

tunnels tested the algorithm. The technology consistently detects parked and abandoned objects. Real-time. n 

approaches successfully build the background model using 2D photo characteristics like target type region. 

Environment affects these algorithms, and target types are unreliable. This study proposes a 3D target-based 

parked and abandoned item recognition method to discriminate target types. State evolution discovers 

abnormalities first. Second, it splits the parked and abandoned item area using eight-neighborhood seed-filling 

and two-way monitoring of the initial anomalous zone. Finally, it distinguishes parked and abandoned objects 

using three ways. The first technique calculates feature height by comparing projection velocities. The height 

separates parking from abandoned things. The second technique uses 3D representation appropriateness to 

differentiate parked and abandoned goods. The third approach builds the inverse projection map by placing 

reverse projection planes at different heights across the area. Inverse projection maps determine the appropriate 

length, breadth, and height, separating parked from abandoned things. Motorways, urban expressways, rural 

roads, and tunnels tested the algorithm. The technology consistently detects parked and abandoned objects.  

 

Keywords: Parking Detection, Abandoned Object Detection, Tracking, 3D Feature Extraction. 

Graphically Abstract  

 

 

 

Introduction  

 
The number of urban motor vehicles is expected to continue growing due to the persistent 

enhancement of people's living standards and the rapid growth of some companies directly associated 

with road transportation, such as express delivery and logistics, amongst other things. With 

development. Even if an increase in the number of motor cars makes people's lives easier, the 

phenomenon of parking everywhere has also become more intense as a result of this development. 

Although factors like parking and flying debris make traffic on roads less efficient, it is very simple to 

It is simple to bring about accidents in the roadways [1]. Consequently, accurate and real-time detection 

of vehicles parking and items falling into the route is necessary. It is essential to provide comments 
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promptly. With the fast development of video image processing technology, the automatic detection 

system for traffic accidents (parking, throwing items, retrograde, crossing, speeding) has made quick 

progress [2]. Not only can the video surveillance system efficiently monitor traffic in real-time, but it 

can also monitor it. Traffic conditions can be monitored, and various violation information can be 

uploaded to the traffic management system in the form of videos or images promptly. This provides a 

decision-making basis for traffic control personnel to use when dealing with abnormal traffic 

conditions, which helps to avoid law enforcement disputes effectively. Health [3]. 

Many video-based automatic detection systems for traffic events have been created, and some 

have already seen widespread use. In situations such as roads and tunnels, for example, in the same 

manner, the goods of aeronautical businesses and ISS companies are utilized. These goods are 

stopping, turning, and tossing. It is vital to extract the backdrop and keep it up to date while trying to 

identify falling items. Once the background is wholly obtained, you can detect aberrant targets using 

the background as a foundation. The next step is to recognize parked and falling things by using the 

target's image attributes [4]. 

On the other hand, the actual traffic scene is more complicated (sudden changes in illumination, 

fuzzy video images, interference from automobile lights, and so on), making it impossible to extract 

the optimal backdrop image and making it difficult to use the image. Object recognition based on a 

image's attributes has many shortcomings. Considering the flaws in these two areas, the current traffic 

incident detection system needs to be improved. Regarding parking and detecting falling objects, the 

technology has yet to reach a point where it has a good application impact. As a result, because the 

actual traffic is one of the features of the scene, the research does not rely on the backdrop but instead 

makes use of the basic 3D information of the target to recognize the target. It is valuable both in terms 

of theory and in terms of practice [5]. 

It has been determined, via an examination of the present domestic and international research 

status of parking and falling object detection based on the video, that the current parking and falling 

object detection systems need to be updated. The method for detecting drops typically consists of two 

stages: the first stage is identifying the target region, which is considered the essential part of the 

algorithm; the second stage is the recognition of drops. The identification of the target type constitutes 

the phase. In target area detection, tracking and non-tracking methods are typically used. Both of these 

methods need to extract the background and update it [6]. Still, it is significantly more challenging to 

do so in complex traffic scenes with low visibility, heavy traffic flow, and extensive lighting changes. 

A camera imaging process is a form of dimensionality reduction. However, the primary method for 

discriminating between different types of targets is utilizing the target's two-dimensional 
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characteristics. Significant alterations in size, as well as geometric deformations, occur to the objects 

[6]. As a result, various methods of distinction have their drawbacks. As a result, the present algorithm 

for parking spot recognition suffers from the two flaws listed below: 

 It relies mainly on the backdrop to detect the target region.  
 It does not effectively differentiate between the different types of targets. 

This research, which addresses the inadequacies noted above, takes into full consideration the 

images produced when events such as parking and falling items take place on the one hand. A parking 

and collapsing item area identification system based on state evolution and two-way tracking is 

provided here. This system is proposed based on state changes and the features of trajectories. The fact 

that the algorithm is not dependent on the background but rather only tracks the regions with state 

changes drastically reduces the difficulty of monitoring and the amount of calculation required. On the 

other hand, three approaches are provided for classifying different kinds of targets by using the target's 

three-dimensional features [6-7]. Not only can the accuracy of distinguishing between stopped vehicles 

and thrown objects be significantly improved using this method, but it can also classify the types of 

vehicles [7]. 

Materials and Methods  

 
The real-time video captured by the camera is employed as the data source for this work, and the 

parking and tossing items are realized using an image analysis and processing application. The 

following three processes comprise the bulk of the automated event detection and feedback process. 

The state evolution is used to identify the anomaly in the image first. First, the region is determined; 

then, parked and falling items in the image are found using two-way tracking and an eight-

neighborhood seed-filling approach. Finally, the two are separated using the three-dimensional 

knowledge of parking and falling items. The following specific detecting procedure: 

We extract the edge before using the algorithm because traditional grayscale image detection is 

vulnerable to noise and light changes. Longer pixels have gray values. The time won't change, but 

when the foreground object crosses the pixel zone, the point's gray value will change more than the 

environmental impact. Thus, pixel locations with significant gray value fluctuations identify a 

foreground object. detecting Gray value changes may occur as objects enter and leave the detecting 

zone. because Eliminate gray value fluctuations caused by the moving target passing through the 

detection zone to properly recognize parked and falling things. When the pixel's gray value changes 

and returns, the moving target passes through. But it didn't stop; when the pixel's gray value changes 

fast and stays consistent, the image is altering. A foreground object stops or drops at a pixel. Text uses 
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the image because neighbouring pixels are disregarded since a single pixel carries too little information. 

Blocks start processing. The moving object entering the detection zone. Stop image block texture 

alteration in two cases. 

1. Comparing the image's steady state before and after doesn't remove the aberrant area. 

Eliminate false alerts from shadows, noises, light, etc., and leave stationary foreground targets 

(vehicles departing or dropping things).  Exhibits a strange image. Before the static foreground 

target leaves the detection area Post-steady-state alterations vary greatly. Parking and falling 

targets transition from motion to immobility in the image, thus they have a backward trajectory 

and no forward trajectory. Two-way tracking is provisionally identified in abnormal locations, 

and trajectory characteristics are used to further identify abnormal regions. Four popular 

tracking methods: 3D model-based tracking [8]: Geometric transformation and camera 

calibration methods project pre-established 3D models of different vehicle kinds on a two-

dimensional image and monitor the target's change. The program follows the target correctly 

and reliably despite occlusions, interferences, and quick target direction changes. This method 

requires 3D automobile models. This approach tracks the target by constantly changing its 

form. It tracks one target well. It has trouble initializing and extracting target shapes and 

managing occlusion and shadow concerns. Target relative contour matching across frames is 

also difficult. Motion-based tracking [9]. Frame difference to extract motion information, MRF 

to cluster it, and tracking moving objects. This method computes accurately without monitoring 

target information. However, light fluctuations and noise interference make it difficult to match 

frames and solve motion fields. Feature-based tracking: This method tracks targets by matching 

target attributes (points, lines, colors, etc.) in subsequent frame photos. This algorithm's major 

issue is feature selection, extraction, and feature matching across successive frames, but its 

benefit is that it can track obstructed targets with partially visible features, and vehicle features 

are cheap to get and highly operative. Benefits make the algorithm popular. This work monitors 

the anomalous area bidirectionally using feature-based tracking. After steady state changes and 

bidirectional tracking, the parking and falling object zones are many aberrant image blocks, 

whereas the target area is often numerous neighboring image blocks with the same state. The 

eight-neighborhood seed filling method partitions the target region and determines its size and 

position by analyzing the connected domain of anomalous image blocks. 

2. Area characteristics, the angle between the motion trajectory and the lane line, and average 

speed distinguish parked from falling goods. Area-based differentiation [10]: Fallen items are 

normally smaller than vehicles. The footage shows that the automobile is substantially larger 
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than the falling object. The strategy uses the vehicle target's larger image area to distinguish it 

from the projectile. Near-view drop objects and distant-view vehicle targets are tiny. 

Significant. It's incomplete. Because the vehicle target's movement direction matches the lane's. 

The vehicle target's trajectory follows the lane line, while the dropped object's does not. In real 

traffic, this feature fails to distinguish stopped autos from falling objects. Things fall randomly. 

Lane lines and the vehicle's direction fall behind it. Small-angle throwing. Average speed: This 

approach assumes thrown objects accelerate since parking decelerates. Long-range halts must 

be slower than falling things. It's flawed. Rockets decelerate at the same pace as vehicles. 

However, the above methods use visual properties to distinguish targets. Long-range targets 

deform geometrically. This study offers three three-dimensional target distinction methods to 

fix this. Methods: The height difference between parking and hurling stuff distinguishes feature 

points. There are differences, therefore calibrate the image using feature point projection speeds 

in the target region. Height distinguishes feature points. 3D-model-based parking rubbish 

detection: wire-frame all road vehicles Compare the anticipated region to the objective. Stop or 

reject if matching degree exceeds threshold. Different height back projection surfaces can 

distinguish parked goods. To calculate its length, width, and height, AND its back-projection 

diagram of various heights.  

Results and Discussion  
 

Step 1: Scan image blocks line-by-line. An anomalous block indicates a new block. 

 Use the presently scanned anomalous block as a seed, give it a mark, and determine its upper, 

bottom, left, and proper bounds. Then scan the eight neighboring image blocks successively. If 

any eight image blocks have abnormal marks, push them into the stack. 

 Pop up the image block on top of the stack, give it the same mark, and update the four boundaries 

of the connected domain by adjusting the positional relationship of the lower, left, and proper 

boundaries. Then scan the matching image block in the sequence of eight neighboring image 

blocks, pushing any image blocks with aberrant marks 1 D m,n True onto the stack. 

 Repeat b until the stack is empty. At this stage, a linked region with four known borders in the 

image is located, and all anomalous blocks in a connected region are labeled the same. 

Step 2: Repeat step 1 until the scan is complete. After scanning, all the connected domains in the 

image can be obtained; similarly, each connected domain is considered as a target The marked area, the 

experimental results are shown in Figure below. 
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The result after parking improvement The result after throwing object improvement 

Then, the eight-neighborhood seed filling algorithm is used to analyze the connected domain of 

the determined abnormal area; finally, in view of the two shortcomings of the connected domain 

analysis algorithm, an improved algorithm is proposed, and the results before and after the 

improvement are compared than analysis. 

Conclusions  

 
The algorithm can recognize parked and fallen objects in the scene, fulfill real-time requirements and 

ensure a low missed detection rate. It takes much work to design a parking and fallen item detection 

system that works in every traffic environment and ensures detection accuracy, such as: 

 Most empirical thresholds employed in this paper's technique are not versatile. Thus adaptive 
thresholds must be generated for diverse traffic conditions. 

 The target's three-dimensional information is needed to recognize parked and falling items, 
but color, texture, etc., are meaningless. 

 License plate detection is mature. This technique might be utilized once parkings incidents are 
recognized. Vehicle information will aid incident management. 

 In this article, the region of parking and throwing things must fulfill trajectory characteristics; 
however, in the actual scene, the throwing objects are thrown. Tracking falling things is tough. 
Without the trajectory, falling objects can be detected without shadows. False positives will 
enhance dropped item recognition by assuring the missed and false detection rates. 
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